The studios

The new residence of the Mediterranean campus offers three types of spacious, comfortable
and fully equipped studios providing various services.

S1: 23 m² single studio
Single studio equipped with:
- a single bed, a bedside with a lamp, a wardrobe,
- a desk with a mobile storage, a seat, a bookcase
- a bathroom and toilets
- a kitchenette with two hobs, a fridge, a micro-wave, a
coffee maker, dishes, a rolling side table, pieces of furniture
above and under the kitchen sink, a table with two chairs
The single studios are designed for one person.

S2: 33 m² shared studio
This studio is composed of two single bedrooms with a
common space containing a bathroom, toilets and a
kitchenette equipped with two hobs, a fridge, a table with
two chairs, a piece of furniture above the kitchen sink.
Each room is furnished with a single bed, a bedside with a
lamp, a wardrobe, a desk with a mobile storage, a seat,
and a bookcase. The shared studios are designed for two
persons.

S3: 25 m² single studio accessible to persons with reduced mobility
This studio is equipped with a single bed, a desk, a seat,
a bookcase, a table and two chairs. It also contains a
bathroom with toilets and a kitchenette equipped with
two hobs and a fridge.

Reservation
To book a studio, you must complete a reservation form. If your request is granted, the reservation
becomes effective once you have paid a deposit: 300€ a room in a shared studio (S2 type) or 400€ for
a single studio (S1 or S3 type). You will receive afterwards a letter of confirmation which specifies the
dates of your stay.
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The Villa Mediterra

The Villa Mediterra includes 8 private studio apartments to accommodate CIHEAM-IAMM
partners and outside visitors.
On the ground floor
 2 studios accessible to persons with reduced mobility
On the first floor
 3 studios on the left, with access through a door
 3 studios on the right, with access through a bay window
The 24 m² studios are all fully furnished and equipped, each
comprising: a double bed, a kitchenette with hobs, a small
fridge, a microwave, a coffee maker, dishes, utensils, a private
bathroom with toilets, television and
internet connection.
Each resident can enjoy the groundfloor common room where they will
find everything necessary to prepare
breakfast.

Reservation
To book a studio, you must complete a reservation form. The outside visitors must pay a 400€ deposit.

Services included in the rent








Supply and laundering of bed and bath linen
Daily garbage removal
Maintenance service for technical problems
Mail distribution
Internet access
Laundromat
Television (22 channels)
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